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w e e k  o n e

image for the week

Isaiah 42:1-4

m o n t h  o n e

The call to a life of humble service is not simply a lesson in humility, it is a
radical call to an upside-down world, the world of Micah 6 and Matthew 5.
There is a purpose to our submitting to the Lordship of God, it is to let go of
our personal fight for survival and security, our need for power and influence
in order to become part of a bigger mission, that of justice and hope. Isaiah
prophecies that even the Christ would suffer in the process, he would be
bruised and battered, yet he would not “falter or be discouraged” until the
purpose was achieved and justice and hope restored.

In Matthew 5, during the great Sermon on the Mount, Jesus teaches what we
know as the Beatitudes. He makes it clear that this upside-down way was not
solely for himself, it was a calling for all disciples. The words of the Beatitudes
are beautiful and poetic, but they are also radical and extremely challenging!
How can we truly embrace this calling to a life in imitation of the great
Servant? Even more than Jesus we need to allow God to uphold us and the
Spirit to sustain us as we follow in the way of Christ.

Spirit of God,
We have heard your call 

to share in building up the 
Kingdom of God.

Fill us with the desire to 
change ourselves and to 

change the world.
Enflame our passion for 

justice into a commitment 
to address unjust 

situations and structures.
Deepen our concern for 

our sisters and brothers in 
America and overseas 

who endure the burdens 
of poverty, war, 
exploitation and 

persecution.
Let us enthusiastically play 
our part in the mission of 
the Church in the modern 

world.

Here is my servant, whom I uphold, 
my chosen one in whom I delight; I 

will put my Spirit on him, and he will 
bring justice to the nations.

Isaiah 42 verse 1

Banish any 
complacency in our 
hearts and minds.

Teach us to recognize 
the lack of justice.

May we always act in 
the Spirit of justice.

May we envisage, pray 
about and create a 

different sort of world
in which injustice is 

replaced with a 
renewed sense of 

solidarity and care.
Enlivened by the 
Spirit, may we go 

forth in the peace of 
the Holy Spirit to love 

and serve the Lord.
Amen.
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my chosen one in whom I delight

As God delights in Jesus, so God delights in us!
That’s not always easy or comfortable to hear
or think about. Take a few minutes to think
about who you are, maybe even write down
what is delightful about you! What makes
people smile when they meet you?

I will put my Spirit on him, and he 
will bring justice to the nations.

In a world of 24hr News the chaos and
injustice in the world is perhaps more evident
than ever. It can be overwhelming! It would
be overwhelming without God’s Spirit to
both enliven and comfort us. God send your
Spirit on us daily.

?

Here is my servant, whom I uphold
As we begin thinking about servanthood, it is perhaps worth reflecting on the image we have in our
culture of a servant. Often, we think of someone who is used, who isn’t considered worthy of care
or respect. We think of TV depictions of ‘Upstairs Downstairs’ or ‘Downton Abbey’. What image
does the word ‘Servant’ bring up to you? Someone abused or someone upheld?

In faithfulness he will bring forth 
justice.

Today let us simply pray for God’s justice.

He will not falter or be discouraged 
till he establishes justice on earth. In 
his teaching the islands will put their 

hope.

How might God be using you to bring justice
and hope?

He will not shout or cry out, or raise 
his voice in the streets.

The right silence can powerful, whether it be
for prayer or protest. Sometimes we need to
be still and listen, to hear God, to listen to the
oppressed and the poor so we truly
understand and we can serve both. Let us be
silent.

A bruised reed he ill not break, and a 
smouldering wick he will not snuff 

out.
Bruises and burns are inevitable, yet not
unbearable! Jesus knew he needed to take
time to spend with God on a regular basis.
How do you practice your relationship with
God? How do you speak to God about your
wounds? How do you take time to heal them?
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as you gather…

prayer for the group

continue the conversation

here

Read: Micah 6:6-8.

• In Micah, after being rebuked and reminded of all that God had done for
and with them. the people of God were desperate to find out how to
appease and please God. The Prophet reminds them that they have been
told what God requires, to act justly, to love mercy and to walk humbly
with him.

• What might it mean for the Church, the community of God to stop trying
to please or impress God and instead follow the words of Micah?

• The prophet places justice, mercy and discipleship ahead of the
requirements of the offerings of worship. How should we balance the
importance of worship with the importance of leading authentic lives?
How can our worship reflect our desire to seek justice, mercy and walking
humbly with God?

Lord, you call us to a live a life of humble service,
service to you and service to your work of justice.

May we look at all times to the life, words and inspiration of Jesus,
May we be shaped by his way and his heart,

May we be bringers of peace,
Clothiers of the naked,

Liberators of the captive,
Feeders of the hungry,

Healers of the sick.
May we be builders of an upside-down world,
Uphold and empower us through your Spirit,

To do your will, in your way and for your purpose.
May we act justly in all that we do,

May we love mercy in all our relationships,
May we walk humbly with you all of our days,

And may we be delightful in your sight.
Amen.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/665757933603570/
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servant restorer
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on Unsplash

w e e k  t w o

image for the week

Isaiah 49:1-6

Richard Rohr writes, “good news is always and forever too good to believe. The
only ones who “got it” in the Bible were those who desired it desperately, those
who suffered and/or were outside the usual systems of success: the excluded
sinners, the disabled, the gentiles, the lepers, all of whom were aware of their
powerlessness and utter need for social mercy. Of course, the freedom and inner
authority that this empowerment gave was a threat to the power and the job
security of the comfortable church and state. And this pattern has not
changed.”

He calls this the great turnaround, it not simply about restoring what was but
turning around the direction of the whole world… and it’s not a message
easily heard by those who have or long for power. How often are we the
ones who do not hear, who don’t listen to the good news because it is
difficult for us to hear?

It is too small a thing for you to be 
my servant to restore the tribes of 

Jacob and bring back those of Israel I 
have kept. I will also make you a light 

for the Gentiles, that my salvation 
may reach to the ends of the earth.

Isaiah 49 verse 6.

Photo by Tim Mossholder on Unsplash

Lord, I confess that I 
have often failed to 

listen to you because I 
don’t really want to 

hear the answer.  Help 
me to listen in a deep 
way, help me to listen 
without expectation, 
help me to listen with 

humility and a 
willingness to act.

Lord, I confess that I 
have projected my own 
image on you, because I 
am more comfortable 
with my own concerns 
than I am with yours.  
Help me to truly pray 

and live for the 
restoration of peace for 
all, not just those that I 
like or think deserve it.

Lord, I confess that I 
have not always had 

faith in your ability to 
change things and 

bring peace.  There are 
times I have given up.  

Help me to keep 
trusting in you and 
following your call, 
even if it seems like 

hard work and fruitless.

Lord, help me to really 
listen.  Help me to see 
you.  Help me to hear 

your call. Amen



day one

Listen to me, you islands; hear this, you distant nations

Sometimes we can feel that God’s words are not for “me”, they are for the special people, the
spiritual people, the gifted people, etc. The islands, the coastal places and the far off lands reminds
us that God’s word is for all, even “me”!

reflection for each day

w e e k  t w o

day fiveday two

day sixday three

day sevenday four

He said to me, ‘You are my servant, 
Israel, in whom I will display my 

splendour.’
God’s people, that includes us, are both God’s
servant and the way his splendour is made
known. In serving God we make God known
to those we serve. How do our actions, our
way of living make God known?

Before I was born the Lord called 
me; from my mother’s womb he has 

spoken my name. 
In some ways this reflects the words of Psalm
139 – God knows us because he made us! He
knew us before we knew ourselves and he
knows us better than we know ourselves. If
God has faith in us and calls us, who are we
to hesitate!

.

.But I said, ‘I have laboured in vain; I 
have spent my strength for nothing at 
all. Yet what is due me is in the Lord’s 
hand, and my reward is with my God.’

The work of a servant often feels
unappreciated and worthless, but its not! We
can’t always expect to be appreciated by those
we serve and love, but we are known and
heard by God, our appreciation is with God.

he who formed me in the womb to be 
his servant

We were formed to serve God’s purpose, this
isn’t a punishment but a privilege…to
participate in God’s story and work, to be born
into the family business! God made us for that
very reason. Part of our call is to embrace
who God has made us to be and why!

I am honoured in the eyes of the 
Lord and my God has been my 

strength

Let go of your self-judgement – you are
honoured in the eyes of God! Let go of your
insecurity – your strength is in God!

I will also make you a light for the 
Gentiles, that my salvation may 
reach to the ends of the earth.

God’s work is a big one, it’s not just about
restoration for one people, one land, one
faith, it is for all – to the ends of the earth!
This is the big call we all receive, to play our
part, our role in a global enterprise!
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here

• What is your sense of your calling? In the group, locally and globally?
• What does it mean to be to be God’s servant? What do you feel is your

core purpose as a servant community? Do you feel called to restore his
people or to reveal his purposes or both (v6)?

Good and Gracious God,
Source of the evolving Universe,

Source of all Life,
All creation is charged with your Divine 

Energy.
Ignite your Spark within us,

That we may know ourselves
As truly human and holy,

Irrevocably part of the Web of Life.

All creation,
each star and every flower,

each drop of water and every person,
each and every atom, 

down to its very electrons,
explodes with the revelation

of your sacred mystery.
Our minds alone cannot fathom such 

splendour,
Our hearts can only respond in awe, 

praise and gratitude.

Forgive us, we pray, our ignorance
And insecurities which,

blind us to your Thumbprint writ large,
deafen us to the sacred space between 

two heartbeats,

prompt us in arrogance to demand and 
dominate,

numb us to the destruction we’ve 
caused,

hold us hostage to “either-or” thinking 
and living.

May we always walk gently upon this 
earth,

in right relationship,
nurtured by your Love,

taking only what we need,
giving back to the earth in gratitude,

honouring all with reverence,
reconciling and healing,

mindful of those who will come after,
recognising our proper place as part of,

not apart from, your creation.

Grant us the strength and courage,               
we pray,

For such radical transformation into 
your Kin-dom.

The we, too, with the very stones will 
shout, “HOSANNA.”

Michelle Balek, OSF
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Isaiah 52:13-53:12

“…ministry is a very confronting service. It does not allow people to live with
illusions or immortality and wholeness. It keeps reminding others that they are
mortal and broken, but also that with the recognition of this condition, liberation
starts… When we become aware that we do not have to escape our pains, but
that we can mobilize them into a common search for life, those very pains are
transformed from expressions of despair into signs of hope.” Henri Nouwen,
‘The Wounded Healer.’

The Church can fall into the trap of marketing. We want people to be attracted
to Church and to Christianity, to think we are “sorted”, that Church is a great
thing to come to, that turning to God will make everything better. The story of
Jesus, from the very beginning is one of humility, Isaiah tells us that the
coming Messiah will have nothing attractive about him, that his life would not
be deemed a success in human terms but rather a life marked by struggle and
suffering. He would be no untouchable Super Hero, worldly strong man or
celebrity figure to follow. His brokenness would be more human than any of

that, more normal, more real. Healing begins in brokenness.

He had no beauty or majesty to attract us 
to him, nothing in his appearance that we 

should desire him. He was despised and 
rejected by mankind, a man of 

suffering, and familiar with pain.
Isaiah 53 verses 2-3

Gracious Lord, 
it doesn’t seem right 

that anyone could 
despise or forsake you, 

hide their face from 
you. Yet, when we 

consider where to go 
with our deepest pain 
and suffering, we are 
comforted that your 

suffering gives us 
courage in our weakest 

moments. What you 
bore on our behalf is 

hard to take in. 
Thank you for your 
great empathy that 

reassures us we have an 
intercessor and 
advocate who

understands, first hand, 
what we are going 

through. 
Help us to be learn the 

same empathy, that we 
would be able to truly 

hear the pain and 
struggle of others 

without imposing our 
own story on theirs.  

May we resist the 
temptation to offer 

quick fix solutions and 
instead give ourselves in 

love as you gave 
yourself to us that we 

might be restored.
Amen.
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See, my servant will act wisely; he will be raised and lifted up and highly exalted.
Just as there were many who were appalled at him

The passage begins with a statement of hope. Before we delve in to the brokenness that makes us
human, it is important to remember that there is not only hope but assurance in who Jesus is. As we
begin a passage that does take us into the pain of the Passion story and our own struggles, let’s take
a day to focus on the hope and assurance we have in Jesus.

He grew up before him like a tender 

shoot, and like a root out of dry ground.

We often feel most invulnerable when we are
young, we think we know it all, we think we
are immortal! The same can be true of our
faith, when it is young it can seem strongest
and most definite. What we don’t realise when
we are young is just how much we don’t know,
how much there is to learn.

He was despised and rejected by 

mankind…we held him in low esteem.

Jesus didn’t win over the authorities nor seek
popularity or influence. He wasn’t desperate
to be admired or even liked. He didn’t offer
quick fix solutions or to make lives more
successful. He loved, he listened, he healed
and he told people no to put their faith in the
things this world values but in a bigger God.

But he was pierced for our 
transgressions, he was crushed for our 
iniquities;.. and by his wounds we are 

healed.
Perfection is not ours to attain, it is not our
goal. But, the healing is done, the account is
closed. Be still and know that you are healed
and forgiven.

like a lamb to the slaughter, and as a 
sheep before its shearers is silent, so he 

did not open his mouth.

Jesus bore all that happened to him in silence,
indeed when he faced the ultimate suffering
his first thought was to forgive. (Matthew
5:10-11).

After he has suffered, he will see the 
light of life and be satisfied

After the darkness of death there is the light
of new life, the light of dawn breaking
through the open door of the tomb Jesus
had been laid in. New life begins in darkness,
in the cold of the ground before breaking
forth – like the shoot of a young plant.

For he bore the sin of many, and made 
intercession for the transgressors.

Charles Spurgeon wrote, “It is
a strange fact that I am going
to declare, but it is not less
true than strange: according
to our text the extraordinary
glories of Christ, as Saviour,
have all been earned by his
connection with human sin.

He has gotten his most
illustrious splendour, his
brightest jewels, his divinest
crowns, out of coming into
contact with this poor fallen
race... And this for guilty men! I
am overwhelmed. I would fain
sit down in silence, and give
way to adoring wonder.”
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here

“The first and most basic task of the minister of tomorrow is to clarify the
immense confusion which can arise when people enter this new internal world. It
is a painful fact indeed to realize how poorly prepared most Christian leaders
prove to be when they are invited to be spiritual leaders in the true sense. Most
of them are used to thinking in terms of large-scale organization, getting people
together in churches … running the show as a circus director. They have become
unfamiliar with, and even somewhat afraid of, the deep and significant
movements of the Spirit. I am afraid that in a few decades the Church will be
accused of having failed in its most basic task: to offer men creative ways to
communicate with the source of human life.” Henri J.M. Nouwen, The
Wounded Healer.
• How true do you think this is? What might Church look like if it were led

and lived as Nouwen suggests?
• How can we find a balance people and the task and between our hunger

to know God and our passion to serve Him? Is the task of leadership about
a personal example or a set of skill needed to run an organisation?

Help me keep my eyes on you. 
You are the incarnation of Divine Love, 
you are the expression of God’s infinite 

compassion, you are the visible 
manifestation of the Father’s holiness. 
You are beauty, goodness, gentleness, 

forgiveness, and mercy. 
In you all can be found. Outside of you 

nothing can be found. Why should I look 
elsewhere or go elsewhere? You have 
the words of eternal life, you are food 
and drink, you are the Way, the Truth, 

and the Life. You are the light that 
shines in the darkness, the lamp on the 

lampstand, the house on the hilltop. 

You are the perfect Icon of God. 
In and through you I can see the

Heavenly Father, and with you I can find 
my way to him. 

O Holy One, Beautiful One, Glorious One, 
be my Lord, my Saviour, my Redeemer, 
my Guide, my Consoler, my Comforter, 

my Hope, my Joy, and my Peace. 
To you I want to give all that I am. 
Let me be generous, not stingy or 

hesitant. Let me give you all—all that I 
have, think, do, and feel. It is yours, 

O Lord. Please accept it and make it fully 
your own. Amen.

Henri Nouwen

https://www.facebook.com/groups/665757933603570/
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Luke 22.24-30

Walter Brueggemann writes in ‘Living toward a vision”, ‘At the table as nowhere
else we are made aware that true life is in mystery and not in management. At
the table there is now worry about members or budget, but only the reminder
of meaning given that we don't have to explain or manufacture…At the table as
nowhere else, we are the Lord's, not ours. We are not ours and he is not ours.
We need not worry there about our destiny. We do not have to justify our
existence there. I don't know about you but I find that freedom and gift
nowhere else completely. Probably we have not been enough amazed at that
incredible gift God has granted us in the mystery of the table. There we need
only yield our lives over to God. That is all!’

The invitation to sit at the Table of God asks us to yield our pretensions to
power and status and welcome simply being there as part of the community
of God.

For who is greater, the one who is at 
the table or the one who serves? Is it 
not the one who is at the table? But I 

am among you as one who serves.

Luke 22 verse 27

Thank you for the 
blessings of our 

individual
and collective God-given 

gifts.
Place in our hearts the 

desire to make a 
difference

to our families, to our 
community,                          

to our country,
and to the many 

cultures and peoples 
worldwide.

Give us balance in times 
of distraction and 

uncertainty.
Help us move towards 

our goals with 
determination

and always with an 
abundant sense of 

humour.

Thank you for food in a 
world where many 
know only hunger;

For our faith in a world 
where many know fear;

For friends in a world 
where many know only 

loneliness.
Use us as you see fit and 

for your purpose.
Where you call us 

forward, help us to hear 
and be willing to go,
Where you call us to 
step back, help us to 
hear and be humble,

Where you call others, 
help us to hear and able 

to receive.
Amen.
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A dispute also arose among them as to which of them was considered to be 
greatest.

Is it “human nature” to be competitive in everything? Do have to accept the desire to be seen as the
best? How can we find ways to stop the clamouring voice of our ego?

‘the Gentiles lord it over them…But 
you are not to be like that.’

“We need to be politically engaged, but peculiar in
how we engage. Jesus and the early Christians had
a marvellous political imagination. They turned all
the presumptions and ideas of power and blessing
upside down” Shane Claiborne. Jesus calls his
disciples to be different, not to accept the order
of the world, not to use power or even charity to
gain status and influence. How do we turn power
and blessing upside down?

‘Instead, the greatest among you 
should be …like the one who serves’

“’The Whole People’ bent toward shalom, then is
the entire community committed to sharing
power with the powerless ones. And that means
we must ask who the powerless ones are and
how we share the power... the whole people
empowering others to share in the wholeness.”
Walter Brueggemann.

‘For who is greater, the one who is at 
the table or the one who serves?’

Jesus puts himself forward as an example,
they knew who he was so they could not deny
his challenge. Jesus did not deny his authority
and status but he challenged them to rethink
what it meant. What other ways did Jesus
actively demonstrate this upside-down way?

‘You are those who have stood by me 
in my trials.’

In the middle of this lesson Jesus takes a
moment to remind His disciples that their
faithfulness has not gone unnoticed, that their
inheritance is assured. Perhaps he recognises
that often the yearning for power is in reality a
product of insecurity, the fear of not being
noticed. God notices!

‘so that you may eat and drink at my 
table in my kingdom’

Dallas Willard writes that this isn’t about a
delayed reward, but rather “a place in God’s
creative order has been reserved for each one
of us from before the beginnings of cosmic
existence. His plan is for us to develop, as
apprentices to Jesus, to the point where we
can take our place in the ongoing creativity of
the universe.”

‘And I confer on you a kingdom, just as 
my Father conferred one on me’

Bevans and Schroeder write that, “God's mission
is based on the very nature of God as such - a
community of love and mutuality that overflows
into the world in a presence that calls humanity
to equality, mercy, mutuality, compassion and
justice.” The kingdom bestowed on the faithful
is the kin-dom of God, shaped by and mirroring
the values of God. The children of the Servant
God inherit the call to servanthood.
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“At the table we eat and drink to another reality and toward another order. And
if we are to understand shalom at all...we shall understand it at the table. It is at
the table as nowhere else that we get our minds off ourselves long enough to
think of His promises and His tasks. Most of the time the church is busy worrying
about wellbeing, survival, reputation, success. At the table we occasionally get
these temptations in perspective and see that they do not really matter... [It
begins] at the table, it always does. And the promise to us is that the church that
lets the historic mystery fashion its life can hear the word and be empowered to
live in and toward the new age of shalom.“ Walter Brueggemann.
• What should we be worrying about? How can we regain a right sense of

perspective? What do you understand ‘shalom’ to mean?
• What might the church look like if it saw itself purely as a servant

community? What might be gained and what might be overlooked?

This night is our calling to go into the world,
scattered to the ends of the earth

to love as Christ loved
and serve in the name of Christ.

It is our calling to remember,
even in our darkest hour, who we are.

We remember that Christ is always with us.
And we remember that on this night,

we were taught how to love.
On this night, eternity begins

and the fullness of God’s Reign begins to spill into our lives.
So go into the world to give yourself for others,

in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord.
Go into the world and love

in the name of the One who loved you until the end.
It all begins and ends and begins again with Love.

That IS the story. Amen.

Rev. Shelli Williams. St. Paul’s United Methodist Church, Houston, Texas.
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